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CSS Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
With the latest generation of modern browsers expanding support for CSS 3, it is an exciting time in the CSS world. Featuring ten ready-to-use projects on the book's CD-ROM, this helpful reference dives into working code so you can rapidly master the increasingly diverse applications web designers can use with CSS, including some that previously...
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Making WIN32 Applications MobileJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A key resource to learn how to repurpose Windows applications for handheld devices
When handheld computers were power-hungry and memory-poor, synchronizing calendars and perhaps reading e-mail were all the applications most people needed. Now that handhelds have more power than first-generation desktop computers, the opportunity to do more than...
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Visualizing DataO'Reilly, 2008
Enormous quantities of data go unused or underused today, simply because people can't visualize the quantities and relationships in it. Using a downloadable programming environment developed by the author, Visualizing Data demonstrates methods for representing data accurately on the Web and elsewhere, complete with user interaction, animation, and...
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Statistics in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2008
One thing I (Sarah) have learned over the last 20 or so years is that a sure way to derail a promising conversation at a party is to tell people what I do for a living. And rest assured that I’m neither a tax auditor nor captain of a sludge barge.No, I’m merely a biostatistician and statistics instructor, a revelation which invariably...
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Fashion MarketingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
‘Clothing that is not purchased or worn is not fashion’ (to paraphrase Armani)

Knowledge of marketing is essential to help ensure success and reduce the risk of failure in fashion. For the designer starting up in business, this book offers a guide to the major decisions that will enable you to fulfil...
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Excel 2007 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop custom Excel VBA macros

Perfect for power users, this practical resource reveals how to maximize the features and functionality of Excel 2007. You'll get in-depth details on Excel VBA programming and application development followed by 21 real-world projects--complete with source code--that show you how to set up...
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Magento 1.3: PHP Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
Design, develop, and deploy feature-rich Magento online stores with PHP coding

	Extend and customize the Magento e-commerce system using PHP code
	Set up your own data profile to import or export data in Magento
	Build applications that interface with the customer, product, and order data using...
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Canadian Semantic Web: Technologies and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	The emergence of Web technologies for the distribution of an immense amount of data and knowledge has given rise to the need for supportive frameworks for knowledge management. Semantic Web technologies aim at providing shared semantic spaces for Web contents, such that people, applications and communities can use a common platform to share...
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Pro CSS for High Traffic WebsitesApress, 2011

	Although web standards-based websites can scale effectively—and basic CSS will give you basic results—there are considerations and obstacles that high traffic websites must face to keep your development and hosting costs to a minimum. There are many tips and tricks, as well as down-to-earth best practice information, to make sure...
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Methods of Analysis for Functional Foods and Nutraceuticals, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008


	Functional foods and nutraceuticals encompasses a wide variety of topics ranging

	from foods with positive health attributes to even dietary supplements. The analysis

	of this diverse category can create its own set of challenges since sometimes it is not

	known what is the active agent. Hence an analyst looks for a marker compound,...
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Distribution System Analysis and Automation (Power and Energy)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2013

	This is a comprehensive guide to the techniques that allow engineers to simulate, analyze and optimize power distribution systems. Combined with automation, these techniques underpin the emerging concept of the smart grid. This book is of interest to consultants, manufacturers, contractors, utility engineers working with power distribution...
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Enterprise OSGi in Action: With examples using Apache AriesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Enterprise OSGI in Action is a hands-on guide for developers using OSGi to build the next generation of enterprise Java applications. By presenting relevant examples and case studies, this book guides the reader through the maze of new standards and projects.

	
		About This Book
...
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